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See also |jigs List of game companies Video game developer Computer gaming External links Category:Video game companies of Taiwan Category:Software companies of Taiwan Category:Taiwanese brands Category:Video game development companiesWow! I've been following the forum for a while and never posted. I have been
wanting to get a parabolic reflector to shoot with my telescope, but have never gotten around to buying one. My wife has an AO Tech digital camera and the camera is what got me into this hobby in the first place. She's used it to shoot the moon and her shots are pretty good. Now I've been wanting to give it a shot with the parabola, but
when I did my research on the internet, I couldn't find a good deal on the Haldex 50. I found out I could just put my existing weather seal on a plate and so I just went ahead and ordered one. When it arrives, I will probably end up sending it back to the company, but the pictures I've seen from other sites look pretty good. Just wondering
if anyone else has tried the same thing and had any good or bad luck with it. I already have a very dark location, so a bit concerned that it might just be too dark. I haven't really tried it out yet, just ordered it and it should arrive next week. AO Tech has a video on how to do this with a Haldex 60 camera. You can get the HD-5X which

has a focus range of 19" to 80". For shooting planets with it, you can use the 44" S&S lens for about $120. You can also get a dome that will hold the HD-5X, that will hold it upright without holding it by itself. I have seen them for about $500. You don't need to get the 55" option. AO Tech has a video on how to do this with a Haldex 60
camera. You can get the HD-5X which has a focus range of 19" to 80". For shooting planets with it, you can use the 44" S&S lens for about $120. You can also get a dome that will hold the HD-5X, that will hold it upright without holding it by itself. I have seen them for about $500. You don't need to get the 55" option. Wow, you're

very
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